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Abstract—The content of this article includes experiences and results of a comprehensive development project for schools and kindergartens in Denmark. The project includes all pedagogical professionals within the organization and contains a professional development sequence based on among other things e-learning where pedagogical professionals collaboratively develop their common and individual practices. The article takes a look at both the challenges and potentials that have surfaced using e-learning as part of the framework for both professional and organizational development. In addition, the article proposes how the experience gathered from this existing project can be used as springboard to design new professional development projects where e-learning becomes an important element of competency development for pedagogical professionals in schools and kindergartens closely related to practice.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last 10-15 years Denmark has experienced an increasing demand for competency development and continuing education within pedagogical professions. Today we know, based on pedagogical research that skilled leaders, teachers and pedagogues is a crucial factor for well-functioning schools and daycare institutions [15], [22], [23]. One of the fastest and most effective means to elevate the quality of our schools and daycare facilities is systematic and widely accessible competency development and continuing education [17]. One challenge is, however, to establish the opportunities for this continuing professional development in a way which ensures that what is offered has value related to the practice that needs to be developed, and that the frames for this development considers flexibility in the context in which it happens [25].

Over the last decade several different initiatives for competency development and continuing education have been established for teachers, leaders, and pedagogues. The initiatives have been shorter and longer in scope, organized as “out of the house” activities or initiatives at individual institutions or individual municipalities. These initiatives have in both form and content been more or less closely related to practice. Experience though has shown that it is not always easy to apply something learned in a different context [27]. Therefore there is a need for a more conscious and goal oriented way of establishing competency development and continuing education and of finding new methods and ways of organizing this continuing professional development, which ensures transfer between education and work [28].

II. E-LEARNING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

With technological development and the many different options Information and Communication Technology (ICT) offers today for collaboration and knowledge-sharing [16], we (Andersen & Hansen) have made experiences over the last 10-15 years in regards to how modules with e-learning can be intertwined with especially competency development and continuing education of teachers in the Danish public school [1], [2], [3], [4]. The fundamental learning-theoretical starting point for designing those courses has been sociocultural. From this perspective learning is viewed as situational, fundamentally socially distributed and mediated [11].

These professional development projects have often been established as initiatives with blended learning. Blended learning is a relatively new concept originating in the US and can in its broadest sense be defined as “the integration of thoughtfully selected and complementary face-to-face and online approaches and technologies” [14]. The projects have often integrated face-to-face meetings including pedagogical lectures with sequences of e-learning, where assignments, reading of articles, literature and working with case studies has been included. Another important element in the projects has been that they have all been team-based and practice-oriented and that they have been based on a problem-oriented approach to learning [1], [2], [3].

Through a problem-oriented pedagogy the aim has been to promote both community and self-organization [18]. In the different projects the participants are first of all introduced to new knowledge through for example an educational afternoon at the workplace, including a pedagogical lecture and work with cases in teams. The teams will prospectively use the knowledge from this afternoon in their continuing teamwork through the following e-learning modules. The assignments of the modules have in all projects been related to the participants’ practice, and the participants had to use the new knowledge to develop and change this practice [1], [2], [3], [4].

III. LEARNING-ENVIRONMENT AND PEDAGOGICAL ANALYSIS

In 2007 our earlier experiences with blended learning were used in a new project, which is a comprehensive research-, and development project for schools and kindergartens in Denmark. The focus in this project is on improving the learning-environment through pedagogical
analysis made by the pedagogical staff in either kindergarten or school. The project uses a specific “Model for Pedagogical Analysis”, developed by the Norwegian professor Thomas Nordahl [20]. This model is system-theoretical. The aim by using the model is to achieve explicit understanding of the factors, which release, influence and maintain wellbeing, behavioral, and learning problems in schools or kindergartens.

The model is to be used systematically over time and implementation into the praxis of schools or kindergartens takes 3 years. Emphasis is on the pedagogical staffs’ focus implementation into the praxis of schools or kindergartens.

The model is meant a developmental project, which involves all teachers, and pedagogues and pupils in their daily work [20].

Currently, this project has had unexpected acceptance and overt the 3 years is has become the biggest continuing education project in the Danish public schools [17]. As mentioned the project began at the end of 2007 and at the beginning of 2012 more than 500 of Denmark’s 1500 public schools are participating. 30.000 administrators, teachers, and pedagogues and approximately 226.000 pupils are part of the project. Every single institution, sometimes whole municipalities sign up to participate in the 3 year project, which contains a continuing education component. The cost for participation varies according to school size from between 3300 USD – 11000 USD annually per school or kindergarten. Included in the cost the school or kindergarten receives seminars, school development and network based competency development and continuing education. The teachers or pedagogues and pupils or children produce data in return to be used by the research group for systematic feedback in relation to the success of the efforts [17].

IV. COMPREHENSIVE SCHOOL AND KINDERGARTEN DEVELOPMENT

By comprehensive school and kindergarten development is meant a developmental project, which involves all pedagogical staff in the organization. The goal by having the project include the entire organization is to develop the entire established praxis and thus obtain a better learning outcome for all children or pupils [25]. The set up distinguishes this project from initiatives based on random and uncoordinated activities [6].

It is not coincidental that the project minimum runs over 3 years and that continuing after 3 years also is possible because research related to school development indicates there is a tendency to get better results the longer systematically praxis related development is being implemented [13], [7]. Within the scope of the developmental work at individual schools and kindergartens, competency development and continuing education is an important ingredient because the pedagogical staff needs new knowledge to develop and to change existing praxis [25].

To take the model for pedagogical analysis in use and to ensure understanding of the model, the pedagogical staff needs training in the theoretical and empirical basis for the model since it is this knowledge, they must jointly put into praxis.

An important key to the success of this project has exactly been that it includes the entire pedagogical staff and that learning in the continuing education and the subsequent implementation of what is learned is team based. Through modules of e-learning the team works among other things with the systematics of the model for pedagogical analysis and the knowledge and the ongoing research it is based on. Through this work a base for the pedagogical staff is created on which they together develop a terminology for pedagogical reflection, analysis and dialogue, collaboration and knowledge sharing at their school or kindergarten. This is why it is essential that learning happens in teams and that it is related to praxis [20], [7].

V. A RESEARCH BASED DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

The basis for this development project where competency development and continuing education is important elements is furthermore an ongoing collaboration between research, development and pedagogical praxis. The participating schools and kindergartens supply data about pupils, administrators, teachers and teaching and so forth. Based on this the work taking place at the participating schools or kindergartens is followed by a research group and the results of the research is supplied on an ongoing basis so administrators, teachers and pedagogues can benefit from the results of their own praxis in the form of research reports, articles, books video lectures, and through a mapping portal where the individual results for each school or kindergarten are provided. The individual institutions can see which initiatives are working and why and how they are working and they can see if the overall initiative has an effect. Through this the project is not only a professional and school development laboratory, but also a research laboratory and a praxis laboratory [17].

The research group consists of researchers from both, Aalborg University and Aarhus University, Denmark and Høgskolen in Hedmark, Norway. This research group represents both quantitative and qualitative research. The quantitative part of the research consists of a digital survey where pupils, teachers and administrators answer questions about behavior, subject-matter status, relationships, the physical environment of the school and so forth. The qualitative research part consists of 3 focus interviews with pedagogical staff throughout the 3 years the project runs.

The intention of the qualitative studies is to understand how teachers experience the changes and if new pedagogical strategies have been developed in the school or kindergarten, if collaboration has qualitatively improved in addition to evaluating if the competency development and continuing education through e-learning has been beneficial. Based on the participants preferences and new research results from the quantitative and qualitative research the project develop its form and content as well as new supplemental e-learning modules, seminars which the individual school or kindergarten can choose to purchase.
VI. PROJECT ORGANIZATION

A. The Virtual Platform

The development project is organized around a virtual platform. The platform functions first and foremost as a kind of website for the project where you on an ongoing basis can obtain information, pedagogical material and resources to support initiatives at each individual institution. The platform is also the frame for the obligatory e-learning modules, which all pedagogical staff has to complete at the beginning of the development project. For this, each school or kindergarten is assigned an e-learning space with guidance, pedagogical material, resources and exercises for each module in addition to a forum where each team can post replies and obtain responses from an external advisor. In the e-learning space there is an electronic board, a list of participating groups and the option of studying and commenting on results posted by other participating teams within the school or kindergarten. This creates transparency among colleagues and supports exchange of experience and knowledge sharing within each organization. The virtual platform furthermore is the frame for the quantitative and qualitative research, which as mentioned is associated with each school and kindergarten’s involvement in working with the model for pedagogical analysis.

The virtual platform with its many functions is kind of a common frame of reference, which creates transparency and the option to communicate and share knowledge between the project and the participants. The platform has existed continuously over the last 5 years it has been developed in collaboration between technical developers from a Danish software company, profession developers, practitioners and researchers. This development has been an iterative design process [24], where improvements, changes and new developments have been made with inspiration from needs, experiences, and wishes from participating administrators, teachers, pedagogues and external advisors. The e-learning used during the project is also a tested concept which we during the last 10-15 years has developed in collaboration with participating groups of teachers within different projects [1], [2], [3], [4].

B. Blended Learning

The mandatory continued education curriculum within the project is designed as a course based on blended learning. The course begins with a 4-hour pedagogical afternoon session for all pedagogical staff at the school or kindergarten. This session takes place at the individual school or kindergarten. During this session, the participants are learning about the project and the theoretical and empirical knowledge behind it. After this session a period of 2-3 months follows where all pedagogical staff in teams is participating in a mandatory e-learning session. This session - equaling approximately 8 hours of work is planned as 4 modules. In all modules the assignments are problem-oriented and related to the pedagogical praxis, which the team collaboratively will be developing for their own organization. Through the assignments of each module the team will be working on analyzing needs for changes locally and with implementation of newly created ways of working [5].

Through the entire time with both activities and e-learning the team obtains knowledge and experience about the theories, methods and the material, which the work with the model for pedagogical analysis is based upon. Via the 4 modules of e-learning, the participants work in depth with the elements of the model and, emphasis is put on themes as system work in schools, implementation of norms and rules, school-home collaboration, the importance of the learning environment in regards to pupil development, class leadership, relations between pupils and teachers and development of social competency [20].

C. External Advising

Each e-learning room and course has an external consultant who assists the team with responses to module questions. The external consultant – often a person possessing pedagogical-psychological competence from the local Pedagogical Psychological Consultancy Office (PPC) would be able to contribute with new perspectives and approaches to praxis which may be less obvious for both the team and individual teacher or pedagogue. The external advisor has often only peripheral knowledge of the individual school or kindergarten and as such cannot be accused of bringing own interests and needs into the discussions [20]. Through dialogues with the consultant and through the responses to the modules the participants may become aware of possible misunderstandings, necessary insights and relevant skills related to working through the e-learning modules and related to application of what was learned as it pertains to praxis.

PPC is already involved with specific schools and kindergartens as consultants. Through the project, the consultant and the pedagogical staff establish a common language and platform for the work at hand. After completing the e-learning course the team continues to implement what is learned into their environment, the consultant’s role continues to be facilitating the process by participating in some of the team’s face-to-face meetings and discussions.

D. Team Based Learning

In the development project members of the team are responsible for their internal discussions when actually meeting at their school or kindergarten, and they are responsible for communicating with their advisor through the e-learning space. E-learning within the project is based on collaboration, reflection and sharing of knowledge. Through the processes of the teamwork, new knowledge is generated which opens up new opportunities for bringing resolutions to many of the challenges of each school or kindergarten. During the e-learning the agenda for the team meeting are both decided according to the e-learning assignments, the additional resources that included in the e-learning environment and according to the subsequent reflections and reciprocal inspiration emerging within the team. The didactical design of the e-learning courses thus builds on dialogue-oriented team-learning where all participants have the opportunity to contribute and make their mark on the project. Through team learning the participants add words to what they are looking to learn. This way terminology related to the work environment becomes part of the active vocabulary of the participants. The objective is to enable the team to identify needs for change through reflection, through working with pedagogical analysis before deciding which initiatives they want to develop and implement [5].

Through the e-learning courses activities and problems supporting the participant’s reflections are emphasized.
These reflections are identified by being closely related to praxis and could be characterized as "reflections-over-praxis" [26]. Through the team’s collaboration to resolve problems related to the e-learning modules and observations from daily life, the participants experiences are paired with subject-matter and pedagogical concepts. These activities are planned through e-learning and literature especially to develop new realizations based on praxis.

VII. PRAXIS RELATED E-LEARNING

Professor Bente Elkjær, Aarhus University, Denmark argues that there is a need for e-learning courses originating in employee experiences and which let the workplace become the frame of reference for learning [12]. Based on this you could argue that continuing education of administrators, teachers and pedagogues should be folded into the organization as an ongoing process which is part of the function of the organization that cannot be separated from praxis.

A central pedagogical principle behind establishment of different continuing education projects we have worked with over the years has focused on creating connection between theory and praxis. An important element of this new project and its use of the “Model for Pedagogical Analysis” [20] has been the incorporation of e-learning. With the virtual platform and the professional development courses attached to it based on blended learning, including both e-learning, pedagogical afternoon session and physical team meetings a learning environment is created where the team together can reflect deeply on praxis related to work. Within this praxis-related collaboration with colleagues supported by a variety of different forms of ICT-based resources and frames the team works to define and resolve problems related to praxis and thus a possibility for collaboratively developing the learning environment, the individual competencies of employees, and the overall team approach for the school or kindergarten.

The didactical design of the e-learning sequence has been inspired by John Dewey (1859-1952) who sees action as fundamental for cognition and thereby learning. To participate in a continuing education sequence could with this perspective be observed as action-oriented activity. In relation to our design is has been an aim with this perspective be observed as action-oriented activity. In relation to our design is has been an aim with this perspective to implement the model, the strength of the didactical design of the competency development and continuing education of teachers and pedagogues in relation to collaborative development of the organization. From the qualitative research related to the work schools are doing to implement the model, the strength of the didactical design of the competency development and continuing education first of all appears to have been the relationship to everyday praxis and the focus on learning and collaborating in teams.

In order for teachers and pedagogues to be motivated and accept both the competency development and continuing education and development of their organization no matter if it happens through e-learning or not, it is important that the content of the continuing education is experienced as goal-oriented and relevant for each individual participant’s daily praxis. By participating in e-learning as a team, individual learning is coupled with the social aspect. The social dimension is an important driving force for learning, because learning – among other things are enhanced in a positive social learning environment [19].

Within the mandatory e-learning course related to the project, social interaction happens primarily through the physical meetings at the school and less through the project’s virtual platform. This last form of Internet based interaction could potentially be further developed. Today web 2.0 technologies as wikis or blogs could provide options for Internet based collaboration, which again could be an additional frame for social interaction and knowledge sharing in the organization. Another important benefit by increasingly using web 2.0 based technologies is that these often are open sources and thus free or cheaper to use and, that they further enhance the ability for participants to interact [10]. By using web 2.0 in the e-learning courses the teachers and pedagogues could hopefully also get some of the technical skills which are required to be a 21st century teacher or pedagogue.

The potential of using a virtual platform as frame for employees professional development is partly that this form of education is both time saving and resource saving for the organization, but more important is that the employees together can participate in a praxis-related professional development course at the same time as they are working their everyday jobs. This way the competency development or continuing education is not seen as a break, taking employees away from their daily praxis. It is important that external advisors are connected to the educational sequence as well as the school development activities. The advisors can through the e-learning space and as participants in meetings give input to participants’ progress activities and participate in discussions. Use of the virtual platform can thus be seen as a way in which professional development can be moved towards the participants’ praxis. The results from both quantitative and qualitative research, automatically related to individual schools or kindergartens work with “The Model for Peda-
gogical Analysis” show that administrators, teachers and pedagogues are using the learned within their own workplace and thus slowly and collaboratively are working towards changing the school – or kindergarten culture [21], [5], [7].

An important potential of e-learning within the individual school or kindergarten is, that it can function as a place of getting together which could create visibility for the different activities within the individual teams to give everyone on the team insight into each other’s work. Within this also lies the possibility for the e-learning space and the electronic board to be used as a discussion forum of determined shared activities where colleagues exchange and discuss ideas. Participants in the development projects have rarely or never used this option, but it could in the future be an activity, which was supported through the assignments of the e-learning modules.

The e-learning space and the virtual platform in general can support learning with different modalities as texts, sound and film etc. By this frame the project makes resources and materials generally readily available. Experiences from the project though show these resources to great extents are only used through the period of e-learning and in future projects more emphasis need to be put into development of a form where participants on an ongoing basis are advised about changes of the content within the virtual platform.

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Framework and content are two of the important qualitative parameters in all professional development. The framework for the participants’ work with the content is determining for the outcome and the experience of usability of the competency development and continuing education investment. In the same way the content helps determine the relevance and effect [4]. The project’s e-learning is identified as important because content and form has a strong connection to the participants’ praxis. Experiences and results with this form of didactic design can be summarized as follows:

- E-learning may assist in supporting learning in praxis communities and optimize team collaboration
- E-learning modules assignments based on a problem-oriented approach to praxis can support and develop team collaboration, common language, common attitude, common praxis in the organization as well as the teacher’s or pedagogue’s own praxis and culture
- E-learning can be flexible in relation to time and place for the individual team
- E-learning makes it possible to create learning processes in praxis and at the same time obtain external advising
- E-learning can be flexible in regards to the theme and the advisor
- E-learning can make it possible to create cohesive- ness between the pedagogical praxis and the process changes and could in its didactic design contribute to increasing the ability for reflection and dialogue by including experiences and knowledge of others
- E-learning can limit the cost of competence development and continuing education

Experience from this specific comprehensive development project has provided both research- and experience based knowledge in relation to letting e-learning become part of the didactical design for teachers’ and pedagogues’ competence development and continuing education. An important element has been how competence development and continuing education using e-learning can be established as team-based activities with an understanding of learning as a process where participants learn in collaboration [19]. It is in this context important that working with the modules and its assignments happens within praxis.

Looking ahead, the experiences from this comprehensive school and kindergarten development project and its continuing education based on blended learning where e-learning plays an important part could be used in new designs and projects to ensure good, systematic and widely accessible professional development necessary to develop and strengthen the pedagogical professions and thus enhance the quality of our schools and kindergartens.

X. A NEW SCENARIO

An entirely new initiative has emerged both through the need for continuing professional development of teachers, leaders and pedagogues and through the work over the years with different technology-based projects of competence development and continuing education: The Laboratory for Research based School Development and Pedagogical Praxis (LSP). LSP is located in Department of Learning and Philosophy, Aalborg University, Denmark and was established in November 2011.

In LSP the emphasis is on strengthening research-based development of schools and kindergartens. In LSP the laboratory research happens in everyday context. Thus this laboratory works from ‘research to praxis’. LSP develops among others research-based relevant continuing education programs and competency development and continuing education as well as Master Degree options relevant to professions involved. Through LSP municipalities, schools, kindergartens and other institutions could establish collaboration around research-based progress projects, such as evaluation projects, initiatives from development and establish new PH.D.’s based on business needs.

Within these different activities and professional development options, an Internet based collaboration and delivery of research based knowledge in addition to e-learning become important elements. From within the framework and content of these activities, it would be beneficial to draw on experiences and from didactic designs developed through the described project and our other previous projects [1], [2], [3], [4] where e-learning was part of the frame for the continuing professional development of teachers and pedagogues.
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